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[1] Magnetic clouds observed with the Wind and ACE spacecraft are fit with the static,
linear force-free cylinder model to obtain estimates of the chirality, fluxes, and magnetic
helicity of each event. The fastest magnetic clouds (MCs) are shown to carry the most
flux and helicity. We calculate the net cumulative helicity which measures the difference in
right- and left-handed helicity contained in MCs over time. The net cumulative helicity
does not average to zero; rather, a strong left-handed helicity bias develops over the solar
cycle, dominated by the largest events of cycle 23: Bastille Day 2000 and 28 October
2003. The majority of MCs (‘‘slow’’ events, hVri < 500 km/s) have a net cumulative
helicity profile that appears to be modulated by the solar activity cycle. This is far less
evident for ‘‘fast’’ MC events (hVri  500 km/s), which were disproportionately
left-handed over our data set. A brief discussion about the various solar sources of CME
helicity and their implication for dynamo processes is included.
Citation: Lynch, B. J., J. R. Gruesbeck, T. H. Zurbuchen, and S. K. Antiochos (2005), Solar cycle–dependent helicity transport by
magnetic clouds, J. Geophys. Res., 110, A08107, doi:10.1029/2005JA011137.
1. Introduction
[2] Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are violent eruptions of
magnetic field and plasma from the low solar corona into
interplanetary space. The most magnetically structured
CMEs are observed in situ by spacecraft as strong, coherent
field rotations with low proton temperature. This subset of
interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs) are now referred to as mag-
netic clouds (MCs) [Burlaga, 1991, and references therein].
[3] The configuration of the magnetic structure of these
ejecta has been an important contribution to the investiga-
tion of eruptive solar features, their source environment, and
the corresponding observed plasma in the heliosphere. A
key element of these investigations have been the chirality
or handedness (sense of twist) of the magnetic field, i.e., the
sign of the magnetic helicity.
[4] Magnetic helicity is a topological quantity that mea-
sures the linkage of flux systems and is approximately
conserved during magnetic reconnection [Matthaeus and
Goldstein, 1982; Brown et al., 1999]. (Throughout the
paper, we will commonly use the term helicity with the
understanding that we are always referring to magnetic
helicity.) Therefore it has become one of the primary tools
in the association of various solar magnetic sources with in
situ interplanetary field measurements.
[5] Many solar phenomena have been observed to have
similar, and thus probably fundamentally related, depen-
dence on magnetic helicity. There is a persistent trend that
associates the chirality of the the Northern Hemisphere
with left-handed (negative) helicity and the Southern
Hemisphere with right-handed (positive) helicity, indepen-
dent of solar cycle. This trend has been observed in active
region photospheric and coronal fields [Pevtsov et al., 1995;
Canfield and Pevtsov, 1999], sunspot whorls [Richardson,
1941; Ding et al., 1987], and filaments, filament channels,
and their overlying fields [Martin et al., 1994; Martin and
McAllister, 1996].
[6] The hemispheric chirality trend also extends into
interplanetary space, i.e., Northern Hemisphere eruptions
tend to evolve into left-handed magnetic clouds and South-
ern Hemisphere eruptions into right-handed magnetic
clouds [e.g., Rust, 1997; Marubashi, 1997; Yurchyshyn et
al., 2001]. Rees and Forsyth [2003] showed that the sign of
the magnetic cloud axial field observed in high-latitude
events is in good agreement with the Bothmer and Schwenn
[1998] ‘‘prediction’’ that the axial field might follow the
Hale polarity for sunspot pairs in their respective hemi-
spheres. Assuming the leading and trailing fields in these
high-latitude MCs are driven by the the global solar
dipole [Bothmer and Rust, 1997], then these observations
also support the Northern/Southern Hemisphere LH/RH
chirality trend. However, this chirality dependence is only
an average trend and not necessarily true on a case by
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case basis, for example, the distribution of S (RH) and
inverse-S (LH) sigmoids in their ‘‘expected’’ hemispheres
is 60–70% [Pevtsov and Canfield, 1999; Pevtsov et al.,
2001].
[7] Leamon et al. [2002, 2004] found that for individual
events, the direct correspondence between the chirality of an
erupting active region and the handedness of the subsequent
magnetic cloud seems least likely to apply during solar
maximum, leading those authors to conclude that the in situ
fields are a combination of both active region and overlying
background field.
[8] A number of authors argue that CMEs may play a key
role in the long-term evolution of the global solar magnetic
field [e.g., Rust, 1994, 1997, 2001; Bieber and Rust, 1995;
Low, 1996, 1997, 2001; Zhang and Low, 2001]. They state
that CMEs are the primary mechanism of removing the flux
and/or helicity associated with the previous cycle’s polarity,
enabling the new cycle’s field of opposite polarity to emerge
without an infinite accumulation of flux or helicity in the
solar corona. There seems to be some tentative observa-
tional and theoretical support. Gopalswamy et al. [2003a]
show that the solar pole reversals coincide with the sudden
cessation of high-latitude CMEs and erupting prominences.
DeVore [2000] used numerical simulations to show that the
helicity generated by surface differential rotation of bipolar
active regions is consistent with the helicity removed by
CMEs idealized as magnetic clouds over an entire solar
cycle. However, other researchers, when looking at specific
active regions and their CMEs, conclude more helicity is
transported by the CMEs (as ideal MCs) than is generated
by the observed shearing motions during the active region
lifetime [Démoulin et al., 2002; Green et al., 2002; Nindos
and Zhang, 2002; Nindos et al., 2003]. This implies a more
direct dynamo coupling to the source of CME helicity at
least for some active regions. Berger and Ruzmaikin
[2000] have studied the solar dynamo production of
helicity via the W-effect (interior differential rotation)
and shown that it produces helicity with the correct
hemispheric trend and in sufficient quantities to easily
account for the observational estimates of CME helicity
transport over the solar cycle.
[9] The solar wind carries the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) and its helicity into the heliosphere. The Parker
[1963] field configuration contains helicity at the largest
spatial scales of many AUs [Bieber et al., 1987a] and the
magnetic fluctuations of IMF turbulence contain helicity
through spatial scales of 0.01 AU or smaller [Smith, 1999,
and references therein]. In fact, magnetic clouds are IMF
features corresponding to spatial scales of 0.1–0.3 AU,
i.e., coherent field structures lasting on the order of tens of
hours in duration [Burlaga, 1991]. Smith [1999] showed
that the helicity correlation function from the IMF turbu-
lence has the dominant peak in the 10–20 hour time lag
range, suggesting that magnetic clouds are one of the most
important contributors to the helicity convected into the
heliosphere.
[10] It may not be surprising that the helicity carried by
IMF turbulence exhibits solar cycle variation. This is a
crucial ingredient for understanding the large-scale topology
of the heliosphere and the particles propagating within it.
For example, Bieber et al. [1987b] have shown that the solar
cycle variation of IMF helicity density of ‘‘toward’’ and
‘‘away’’ (positive and negative) magnetic sectors have
direct consequences for galactic cosmic rays. In these
studies, Bieber et al. [1987b] and Smith [1999] have shown
there is a persistent hemispheric asymmetry in the IMF
turbulence net helicity density and that it also shows solar
cycle modulation over the past 30 years.
[11] In this paper, we study the large-scale, long-term
ordering of helicity in magnetic clouds during solar cycle 23.
We show that there is a definite link between the solar
activity cycle and the helicity content of magnetic clouds.
Lynch et al. [2003, hereinafter referred to as LY03]
presented initial findings that suggested the fastest cloud
events (which occur during solar maximum and the declin-
ing phase) carry the most helicity. The results herein will
show for solar cycle 23 the net helicity carried by magnetic
clouds is right-handed during solar minimum (1995–1996)
and proceeds to change sign over the activity cycle, result-
ing in a strong left-handed helicity preference by the end of
our data set (2003). An immediate comparison to the Bieber
et al. [1987b] and Smith [1999] results is complicated by
the fact that we start our net helicity (arbitrarily) at zero and
do not order our in situ observations by the polarity of the
background field (i.e., the MC occurrence in ‘‘toward’’ or
‘‘away’’ magnetic sectors).
[12] The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2
describes the magnetic cloud survey, where we have
updated the LY03 model fitting and expanded the event
list. Section 3 discusses magnetic cloud speeds in relation to
the solar cycle, confirming solar cycle trends reported in
more general LASCO and in situ CME/ICME surveys. We
then show a significant correlation between the event
average radial velocity hVri, the derived cloud radius Rc,
and model axial field strength. In section 4 we show the net
cumulative helicity transported by magnetic clouds devel-
ops a strong left-handed preference during the cycle 23 solar
maximum, affected largely by the fastest events of the
survey. When the fast magnetic cloud events (hVri 
500 km/s) are excluded, the net helicity shows relatively
smooth, sinusoidal variation that appears to track the solar
activity cycle. Section 5 concludes with a brief discussion
about the different sources of helicity shed by eruptions
during the solar cycle.
2. Magnetic Cloud Observations
2.1. Magnetic Cloud Description and Survey Details
[13] Magnetic clouds are the most structured subset of
ICMEs observed in the heliosphere. The Burlaga [1988]
identification criteria are (1) enhanced magnetic field mag-
nitude, (2) a smooth rotation of the magnetic field direction
over a large angle, and (3) low proton-temperature (or a low
plasma bp, the ratio of proton gas pressure to magnetic
pressure). However, the requirements as stated are not
quantitative, so there is room for interpretation. For exam-
ple, Cane and Richardson [2003] identify a large subset of
ICMEs that show some coherent field organization but are
not easily fit with a simple force-free magnetic field model.
Zhang et al. [2004] called these cloud-like ICMEs ‘‘quasi-
clouds.’’ For additional discussion of the borderline qual-
ifications (e.g., no significant field strength enhancement,
smooth rotation over a small angle) and boundary selection
ambiguities, see section 2 of LY03.
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[14] We have improved the event selection procedure of
LY03 by applying a more quantitative treatment of the low
proton temperature requirement. Following Richardson
and Cane [1995], we compare the proton temperature to
their empirical expected proton temperature Tex. If hTpi 
0.5 hTexi (the averages are over the event interval), the
event immediately met the low proton temperature require-
ment. If 0.5 hTexi < hTpi  hTexi, we looked at the event
averaged value of bp = npkTp/(B
2/2m0). Events with hbpi 
O(0.1) were also included.
[15] Using published and public ICME and magnetic
cloud lists from LY03, Cane and Richardson [2003],
Zhang et al. [2004], and the Wind spacecraft (http://
lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/mfi/mag_cloud_pub1.html) as guides,
we have compiled an event list of 132 magnetic clouds
from 1995 through 2003 and fit each event with the
cylindrically symmetric, linear force-free model. The total
event list and the model fit parameters described in the
following section can be found as auxiliary material to this
paper.1
2.2. Linear Force-Free Model and Parameter Fitting
[16] The structured internal fields are modeled with the
standard Burlaga [1988] approach and fit via a two-step
least squares procedure, similar to Lepping et al. [1990].
However, our model differs from the standard Lepping et al.
[1990] implementation in that we assume the closest point
of approach is necessarily at the temporal midpoint of the
cloud event and the cloud radius Rc is not an additional free
parameter but determined strictly from the geometry of a
static cylinder.
[17] The magnetic cloud model is the linear force-free,
constant-a solution of the equation r  B = aB in
cylindrical coordinates. This is given by the Lundquist
[1950] Bessel function solution,
B ¼ HB0J1 arð Þf̂þ B0J0 arð Þẑ: ð1Þ
In our implementation of this model, there are five
parameters. The three-dimensional (3-D) orientation of the
cylinder in space is described the two angles f0, q0 of
the symmetry axis and the impact parameter r0 indicating
the minimum distance between the spacecraft and the
cylinder axis. B0 is the magnetic field strength on the
cylinder axis and H is the model handedness or chirality of
the flux-rope. Right-handed and left-handed rotations have
H = +1 and H = 1, respectively.
[18] Figure 1 shows a magnetic cloud observed by the
ACE spacecraft on 17 April 2002. The magnetic field
magnitude and field components in GSE coordinates are
shown, along with the radial velocity, proton temperature,
and density. The vertical dotted lines indicate the cloud
region and the thick solid lines are the best-fit linear
force-free cylinder model to the field rotations. The cloud
region shows the characteristic linear decrease in radial
velocity, indicating cloud expansion, and depressed proton
temperatures.
[19] Our implementation of the linear force-free cylinder
model has been rewritten since LY03 to allow for greater
ease of comparisons with other authors’ versions of similar
models. The first minor change was conversion to a GSE
coordinate system. The fit parameter angles are now defined
in the GSE sense, i.e., positive f0 goes from +x̂ (pointing
toward the Sun) to +ŷ (pointing east when looking from the
Earth). Our parameter H has been redefined so that it
represents the flux-rope handedness independent of coordi-
nate system. This eliminates the need for equation (5) of
LY03. Also, r0 is allowed to vary between (1, 1) as it
represents the normalized y-axis intercept in the cloud
frame.
[20] The best fit parameters are obtained by minimizing
error norms associated with the direction and magnetic field
magnitude separately, comparable to Lepping et al. [1990].
The details of this procedure are described in section 3.2 of
LY03, and we shall avoid repeating them here.
Figure 1. The magnetic cloud event of 17 April 2002
observed by the ACE spacecraft. The data shown from top
to bottom are hourly averages of the magnetic field
magnitude, field components in GSE coordinates, the radial
velocity, proton temperature, and proton density. The
vertical dotted lines indicate the cloud region and the thick
solid black lines are the linear force-free model fit with
parameters f0 = 271, q0 = 21.3, r0 = 0, H = +1, and B0 =
14.6 nT.
1Auxiliary material is available at ftp://ftp.agu.org/apend/ja/
2005JA011137.
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[21] There are limitations of this fitting procedure that
have to be recognized. In particular, in LY03, we have
shown that the fit parameters are often highly correlated,
and consequently the minimum error fits are not always
independent. Lepping et al. [2003] have presented a
thorough investigation of the uncertainties in the fit
parameters by adding various levels of simulated trend
noise to known solutions. In Appendix A, we list our
estimates of the fit parameter uncertainties obtained from
the error minimization routine, which are in good agree-
ment with the Lepping et al. [2003] results. Leamon et al.
[2004] have examined several authors fits to the Bastille
Day 2000 event and noted quite a range of best-fit values,
although they are all pretty consistent given the large
systematic model uncertainties. Also, recently, Riley et
al. [2004] have examined the results of a number of
different magnetic cloud model fits to their MHD simula-
tion of a flux-rope CME. They found good agreement
between various groups and their models for synthetic
spacecraft data that cut through the center of the ejecta, but
for high-impact, glancing trajectories (e.g., jr0j  0.7),
the disagreement between the model fit orientations could
be even larger than reasonable estimates of the systematic
uncertainties. In these high-impact cases the best-fit results
can also become very sensitive to the selected event
boundaries.
[22] However, despite the limitations of these simple
models, due largely to the fact that we are inferring an
often very idealized 3-D heliospheric structure from a
one-dimensional spacecraft measurement, there has been
valuable physical insight gained from employing these
flux-rope model fits to magnetic cloud observations, as
discussed in section 1. Also, the two most robust quanti-
ties derived from these fits are the chirality of the field
rotations and the estimate of the axial field strength
[Lepping et al., 2003]. In the following analysis, we show
that the long-term physical trends that emerge from the
data are readily distinguished from the uncertainty inherent
in any single model fit. We also note that any systematic
model errors (like the cylindrical symmetry assumption)
are common throughout the data set and therefore the
results should remain qualitatively intact through any
consistent model correction or improvement.
2.3. Model Flux and Helicity
[23] The toroidal flux of the magnetic cloud model is the
axial field (the z-component of B in equation (1)) passing
through the cylindrical cross section, whereas the poloidal
field corresponds to the azimuthal field (f̂ direction) inte-
grated over an area the length of the flux-rope and from the
axis to the cylinder radius. If both ends of the magnetic
cloud flux-rope are assumed to be connected to the Sun,
then only the poloidal field is removed from the corona by
the eruption. However, observations show that magnetic
cloud events are not always firmly connected at both foot-
points of the flux-rope [Shodhan et al., 2000] and some
models for the gradual erosion of closed CME field lines
have been presented [McComas et al., 1995; Crooker et al.,
2002; Reinard and Fisk, 2004].
[24] The magnetic cloud toroidal flux is easily calculated
from equation (1) and the cylindrical geometry,
Ft ¼
Z





Here, x01 is the first zero of J0 (2.405) with a, the force-
free parameter, defined such that aRc = x01. The model
poloidal flux is calculated in a similar fashion,
Fp ¼
Z
B  f̂ da ¼ L
x01
B0Rc; ð3Þ
where it the cylinder has an axial length L which grows with
the flux-rope propagation. Since we are interested in the
fluxes and magnetic helicity at Earth, we need an estimate
of the magnetic cloud length at 1 AU. We use the Leamon et
al. [2004] approximation of L = 2.5 AU, which is based on a
direct observation of L by Larson et al. [1997] and simple
geometrical reasoning.
[25] Figure 2 shows the distribution of both toroidal and
poloidal fluxes for our entire data set. The thick solid lines
Figure 2. Histograms of logarithmic toroidal (left) and poloidal (right) flux for magnetic clouds
(approximated by the LFF cylinder model). The histograms for all cloud events are shown in gray and the
left-handed clouds are in white.
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(gray bars) indicate the left-handed (right-handed) distribu-
tion. The flux carried by magnetic clouds seem to be pretty
consistently between 1019–1022 Mx with averages, hFti =
6.62  1020 Mx and hFpi = 3.80  1021 Mx.
[26] The magnetic helicity of our linear, force-free model
is defined as K =
R
V
A  B dV where the magnetic vector
potential A satisfies r  A = B and the volume is that of
the idealized cylinder (pRc
2L). The helicity carried by these
Lundquist [1950] solution flux-ropes has been shown to be
proportional to Ft
2 [e.g., Bieber and Rust, 1995; Dasso et













Recent analysis by Dasso et al. [2003] have shown that the
derived flux and helicity are almost independent (10%
variation) of the exact field model used (e.g., Lunquist
versus Gold-Hoyle), provided the spacecraft data are well
fit. However, this seems to be consistently smaller than the
inherent systematic uncertainties in the fit parameter values
for any kind of model [Lepping et al., 2003], or the
variation between different user’s fits for similar models,
both having 20–30% variation [Leamon et al., 2004;
Riley et al., 2004].
3. MC Velocities Over the Solar Cycle
3.1. Fast Events During Solar Max and the
Declining Phase
[27] The magnetic cloud average radial velocity distribu-
tion and its evolution from solar minimum to maximum is
shown in Figure 3. The 2-D histogram shows the velocity
distribution of the MCs observed that year. The color scale
shows the radial velocity. As the solar cycle increases, there
is not only an increase in the number of fast events, but in
their proportion of the number of total events during solar
maximum and the declining phase.
[28] This trend has been seen in several other long-term
CME studies. For example, Gopalswamy et al. [2003b]
looked at CMEs measured by the Large Angle Spectro-
metric Coronagraph (LASCO) instruments [Brueckner et
al., 1995] aboard the SOHO spacecraft and showed that
the mean CME speed is 1.8 times higher in 2002, just
after solar maximum, than in solar minimum, 1996. Cane
and Richardson [2003] discussed an extensive list of
ICMEs identified by a number of field and plasma
signatures. For the subset of ICME events identifiable
with LASCO events, the ICME transit time shows a clear
solar cycle dependence, with a vast majority of the fastest
events occurring during the years of solar maximum
2000–2002.
[29] It has been established that the fastest solar eruptions
originate from active regions [e.g., MacQueen and Fisher,
1983; Sheeley et al., 1985; Andrews, 2002], and thus have
occurrence rates that are solar cycle–dependent. LY03
noticed that the fastest magnetic clouds tended to have the
largest toroidal fluxes. To investigate this further, we looked
for possible correlations between several model fit param-
eters characterizing the magnetic cloud and the observed
average radial velocity.
3.2. MC Parameter Correlations With hVri
[30] Figure 4 shows the two magnetic cloud quantities
used to derive the fluxes and helicity of the simple linear
force-free cylinder model, plotted against their event aver-
aged radial speed. The top panel is the magnetic cloud
cylinder radius Rc, and the bottom panel is the model axial
field strength B0. In both plots the right-handed events are
plotted with a diamond and the left-handed events are
plotted with an asterisk. The estimated error bars, dRc,
dB0, and dhVri are given in Appendix A.
[31] In order to quantify these correlations, we employ the
nonparametric (rank-ordered) correlation test of the weighted
t-statistic, tw [Porter and Klimchuk, 1995, and references
therein]. The distribution of tw for uncorrelated data is well
approximated by a zero-mean Gaussian with unit variance.
Therefore testing the null hypothesis of uncorrelated data
only requires a relatively simple calculation of the probability
(and significance) of obtaining a value of jtwj, e.g., a jtwj =
2.0 would imply 2.3% chance of no correlation (the
probability of a 2s event). Utilizing this measure, we can
effectively rule out that the data are uncorrelated, but we do
not characterize the mathematical form of the correlation.
[32] For the (Rc, hVri) data we use dRc1 as weights
obtaining jtwj = 2.96 and a probability of being uncorre-
lated of 0.30%. This result may at first seem trivial
because Rc is a function of the event averaged velocity
hVri (see equation (A4)). However, the Rc functional
dependence is on the product DThVri, where DT is the
observed cloud duration. This product is independent of
hVri because given a cylinder of fixed radius, if one
doubles its speed, the observed duration would be halved.
Thus the observed (Rc, hVri) correlation represents an
actual physical relationship in the data. Assuming the
event duration is related to the initial size and the ejecta
expansion history, it seems reasonable that from an energy
point of view, events launched faster, expand faster. The
expansion would be largely driven by magnetic pressure
close to the Sun and by the kinematic effects of spherical
expansion further out [Riley and Crooker, 2004].
[33] The (B0, hVri) data show a similar velocity correla-
tion. Using the dhVri1 weighting gives a jtwj = 3.33 and a
Figure 3. The two-dimensional histogram of MC average
radial velocity for each year. The color scale is to ease the
comparison of the different speed bins.
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probability of being uncorrelated of 0.09%. A relationship
between CME speed and source region field strength may
be expected if CME dynamics in the low corona occur at
characteristic speeds of order the Alfven speed, as would be
the case in processes driven by magnetic reconnection. If
we take typical quiet Sun (QS) and active region (AR) field
strengths and densities as BQS  1 G, nQS  5  107 cm3
and BAR  50 G, nAR  109 cm3, then we get the ratio
of Alfven speeds (VA)AR/(VA)QS  10. This trend has also
been seen in numerical simulations of the breakout model
for CME initiation by MacNeice et al. [2004]. The final
breakout CME speeds were always of order the maximum
Alfven speed in the system (occurring low in the corona)
and increased substantially when the initial field strengths
were increased.
[34] A similar comparison was made by Owens et al.
[2005] between the average radial speed and average
magnetic field strength in ICMEs; however, they found no
significant correlation between the two quantities for the
magnetic cloud subset. There are obvious differences in our
event lists, but the discrepancy is most likely explained by
the relationship between the LFF model parameter B0 and
the observed average field strength. In low-impact model
fits the axial field strength should roughly correspond to the
observed average field strength hBi, but in higher-impact
spacecraft trajectories, B0 should be systematically higher
than the observed field magnitudes, up to a factor 2 due to
the LFF model’s 2:1 axial-to-boundary field strength ratio.
To directly compare with the statistics used by Owens et al.
[2005], we have calculated the Spearman correlation
coefficient for our MC list (B0, hVri), yielding rS =
0.21 with a t-value of 2.44 which indicates significance
at the 98.47% level, or a 1.5% chance of no correlation.
3.3. MC Helicity Correlation With hVri
[35] The upper panel of Figure 5 shows the resulting
helicity histogram. The dark gray bars represent the entire
survey set, whereas the white bars are the fast cloud
histogram overplotted. The lower panel shows the calcu-
Figure 4. The two-dimensional distributions of magnetic
cloud fit and data parameters and their associated
uncertainties. The top and bottom panels show derived
cloud size and model axial field strength, both plotted
against average radial velocity. Both model quantities are
correlated (with a high degree of confidence, see text) with
the event averaged radial velocity. The vertical dotted line
indicates the LY03 division between fast and slow MC
events.
Figure 5. The top panel shows the histogram of MC
helicity magnitude in gray bars and the fast event
histogram is overplotted in white. The bottom panel
shows the distribution of the calculated model helicity
and the event averaged radial velocity on a log-log scale.
The correlations between Rc, B0 and hVri are also
manifested in K.
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lated helicity K for each event plotted against the average
radial speed on a log-log scale. The weighted t-statistic
with dK1 weights is jtwj = 1.86, corresponding to a 6.2%
probability that the K values have no correlation with hVri.
For comparison with the Owens et al. [2005] method, the
Spearman correlation coefficient rS = 0.38 has its t-value =
4.68, indicating a 7.6  104% probability of no significant
correlation. The vertical dotted line at 500 km/s is the LY03
division between fast and slow magnetic clouds, motivated
in a large part by the factor 2–3 difference in the averages
of the highest iron charge states. The (K, hVri) distribution
shows more of a qualitative difference between the two
speed regimes than was apparent in either plot of Figure 4.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [Press et al., 1992] indicates
that the probability of the observed fast MC helicities being
drawn from the observed slow MC helicity distribution
function is only 2.5%.
[36] We have shown that estimates of the size, field
strength, and consequently flux and helicity of observed
magnetic clouds are in some way related to, or at least
ordered by, the event speed. As discussed above, CME and
ICME velocities are solar cycle–dependent, reflecting the
evolution of their sources, namely active regions. In the next
section, we will show that for the most common (slow)
MCs, the Sun has a preference for shedding flux of a
particular handedness during different phases of the activity
cycle.
4. MC Helicity Over the Solar Cycle
4.1. Net Cumulative Helicity Evolution
[37] The net helicity gives the running cumulative total of
the difference between right-handed (positive) and left-
handed (negative) helicity carried by magnetic clouds into
the heliosphere. It is defined as the sum of each individual
cloud’s helicity with the appropriate sign indicating its
handedness,
G tð Þ ¼
X
n
HnKnd t  tnð Þ: ð5Þ
Here, Kn, tn are the helicity (equation (4)) and event time of
the nth magnetic cloud and Hn is the flux-rope chirality.
[38] Figure 6 plots this evolution of this MC net helicity
over the solar cycle. The top panel shows the sunspot
number as a measure of solar activity, the middle panel
plots the number of left and right-handed magnetic cloud
events per year, and the net helicity is shown in the bottom
panel. The estimates of the G(t) error bars are described in
Appendix A.
[39] The most noticeable feature of the net helicity curve
is that there are several abrupt steps. The two largest steps,
marked with vertical dashed lines, correspond to the Bastille
Day 2000 and the fastest Halloween 2003 magnetic cloud
events. These events are the largest events in the helicity
distribution and they both have left-handed chirality. The
helicity of the Bastille Day 2000 cloud is 7.0  1043 Mx2,
originating from AR 8270 in the Northern Hemisphere. The
Halloween 2003 event was even more impressive, carrying
a helicity of 2.0  1044 Mx2, but this LH event was
launched from AR 10486 in the Southern Hemisphere,
disobeying the hemispheric chirality rule. That being said,
AR 10486 was incredibly complex, so it may not be
surprising that this particular event did not follow the
general helicity association.
[40] Figure 6 clearly shows the underlying structure to the
net cumulative helicity evolution over the solar cycle. A
left-handed preference develops from about 1997 through
2002 before the curve appears to reverse direction and runs
into the Halloween event. The significant discrepancy
between the number of LH and RH magnetic clouds from
1997 to 2001 has also been reported by Huttunen et al.
[2005]. To further examine this trend, we have separated the
net helicity curve into the contributions from clouds in our
slow and fast velocity categories.
4.2. Slow and Fast MC Net Cumulative Helicity
[41] A vast majority (82%, 108 events) of our magnetic
clouds fall into the slow cloud category with hVri < 500 km/s.
The fastest clouds, hVri  500 km/s, only make up 18%
(24 events) of the survey.We have shown, however, that these
events frequently carry the most flux and helicity.
[42] Figure 7 plots the net cumulative helicity for slow
and fast magnetic clouds separately, as well as the sunspot
Figure 6. The top panel shows the sunspot number as a
proxy for solar activity. The middle panel shows the
histogram of total number of right- and left-handed MC
events each year. The lower panel plots the net cumulative
helicity G(t), given by equation (5), for all of the magnetic
cloud events. The two vertical dashed lines show the largest
fast MC events, the Bastille Day 2000 and the 28 October
2003 Halloween event.
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number as the solar activity measure. The thick light gray
line plotted over the sunspot number is a 5-month boxcar-
averaged sunspot number sampled at the slow MC event
times. It is immediately apparent in the middle panel that the
right- and left-handed helicity preference of the slow clouds
is much more ordered by the activity cycle. In fact, the
major features of the slow cloud net helicity are qualita-
tively similar to the large scale features in the sunspot
number, such as the rising phase and the double peak. A
linear transformation, X0 = 0.662X + 48.75, of the
smoothed, sampled sunspot number X is also plotted over
the slow MC net cumulative helicity profile. The two curves
overlap almost embarrassingly well.
[43] The slow cloud net helicity maximum and minimum
are approximately equal, and while our zero level was an
arbitrary starting point, it appears that due to its quasi-
sinusoidal nature and the more-or-less even number of
right- and left-handed events (51 RH, 57 LH), the the slow
cloud net helicity would average to our zero-level over a
solar cycle timescale. In other words, equal amounts of
right- and left-handed flux and helicity will be shed by
normal (slow) magnetic clouds during the solar cycle, as
perhaps intuitively expected.
[44] The helicity rate of injection into the corona can be
written as two components, an integral of the helicity
generated by surface motions and an integral representing
helicity emerging through this surface [Berger, 1999;
Nindos et al., 2003]. Basic observations suggest that the
velocities on and through the solar surface are symmetric
about the equator and the magnetic field is antisymmetric.
This is certainly true for differential rotation acting on a
dipolar field. Under these circumstances, both the surface
motion and emergence components vanish over the entire
solar surface and no net helicity is generated. This implies
any local positive helicity in one hemisphere has an equal
amount of negative helicity in the other. The question
remains, however, whether the corona prefers ejecting
helicity of a particular sign. Numerical simulations by
Phillips et al. [2005] investigating the role of helicity in
triggering coronal mass ejections have shown that it is the
increase in magnetic free energy rather than the accumu-
lation of local helicity density that is required for an
eruption. Therefore the eruption process and subsequent
helicity transport into the heliosphere is unlikely to favor a
particular chirality. However, our MC observations show
that the time it takes the Sun to correct for an excess of
flux/helicity of a given handedness seems to be on the
order of years.
[45] The same statistical methods can be used to quantify
the correlation between the slow MC net helicity and the
solar activity curve X. Figure 8 plots the (X, Gslow) points in
the same style as Figures 4 and 5. The weighted t-statistic
with dGslow
1 weighting, yields jtwj = 6.69, corresponding to a
probability of uncorrelated data of 2.26  109%. The
Spearman correlation coefficient rS = 0.85 has a t-value
magnitude of 31.53, or a 1.36  1028% chance of no
correlation in these data. The net helicity content of the most
common (slow) magnetic clouds appears to be modulated by
Figure 7. The net helicity solar cycle evolution for
magnetic clouds divided into speed categories. The top
panel is again sunspot number, with the thick gray line X 
the sunspot number smoothed with a 5-month boxcar filter
and sampled at the slow MC event times. The middle panel
is the net cumulative helicity G(t) calculated for slow events
(hVri < 500 km/s) and a linearly transformed version of
the smoothed sunspot number from above to show the
qualitative agreement between the main features. The
bottom panel is the net cumulative helicity for the fast
events (hVri  500 km/s).
Figure 8. The values of the smoothed, sampled sunspot
number X (thick gray line in top panel of Figure 7) plotted
versus the slow MC net cumulative helicity. The significant
(anti)correlation is apparent and quantified in the text.
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the solar activity cycle but the total MC net cumulative
helicity is largely due to a small number of the fastest events.
[46] The lower panel of Figure 7 shows that the fast
clouds are disproportionately left-handed (71%, 17 events)
over the whole data set. During the development of the left-
handed preference in the slow cloud net helicity profile
(1998–2001), the left-handed fast clouds outnumber right-
handed ones 13-2. The fast cloud net helicity is obviously
dominated by the two largest events discussed earlier.
Besides those two events, there is a slight indication that
the fast cloud net helicity appears to show the same general
property as the slow clouds with about a year phase shift.
There are four RH fast MCs in just the 2003 data. It will be
interesting to see if this is an indication of trend reversal and
there is an overabundance of large, right-handed MCs either
later in the declining phase or during the next cycle to offset
the observed left-handed helicity bias thus far.
5. Discussion
[47] We have clearly shown there is an ordering of
magnetic cloud ICMEs beyond their occurrence rates asso-
ciated with the solar activity cycle. This ordering manifests
itself in the net helicity which measures the cumulative
difference between the amount of right- and left-handed
helicity transported into the heliosphere. We have divided
our magnetic clouds by their average radial velocity into
two categories and shown that the fast events, and primarily
a few ‘‘super’’ events, like the Bastille Day 2000 and
Halloween 2003 magnetic clouds, dominate the helicity
totals. The net helicity profile of normal (slow) MCs appear
to track the solar activity cycle. We also note that the
superposition of these CMEs with one dominant helicity
will have important consequences for cosmic ray transport,
as discussed by Bieber et al. [1987b].
[48] The net helicity profiles of these highly structured
ICMEs lead us to conclude that the physical mechanisms
that generate CME helicity cannot be exclusively symmetric
about the equator. A helicity generating mechanism that was
symmetric about the equator, either differential rotation at
the surface or some interior process, will produce equal and
opposite amounts of helicity in the two solar hemispheres.
We have just shown that the solar cycle appears to modulate
the chirality and helicity of at least the most common (slow)
magnetic cloud ICMEs, indicating that some significant
fraction of the MC helicity content has to be from a time-
varying source. We may be measuring the heliospheric
manifestation of observable long-term asymmetries in the
size, shear, or complexity of active regions, although, to the
best of our knowledge, no dynamo model explicitly predicts
hemispheric or chirality asymmetry in new cycle field
generation.
[49] There are a number of solar activity indices that
show long-term asymmetries that appear to be consistent
with our results. For example, Vernova et al. [2002]
calculate a ‘‘vector’’ sunspot area and finds a persistent
average pattern of Northern Hemisphere dominance that
transitions to Southern Hemisphere dominance right before
the solar pole reversal. More recently, Kane [2005] looked
at the solar flare index during cycles 21 and 22 and also
finds a multiyear northern preference that transitions to a
multiyear southern preference around or after the polarity
reversal at solar maximum. Our slow MC cumulative
helicity profile matches the trend of both the Vernova et
al. [2002] and Kane [2005] results assuming the general
correspondence of the hemispheric helicity rule (N$LH,
S$RH) but appears more in-phase with the Kane solar flare
index.
[50] The other interesting conjecture from our results is
about the infrequent super events, such as the Bastille Day
2000 and the Halloween 2003 MCs. Whereas most MC
events appear to contain a mixture of active region (sheared)
and overlying (potential) coronal fields [Leamon et al.,
2004], the fluxes and helicity of these fastest/largest events
are approximately an order of magnitude above the mean
and define the upper limit of our flux and helicity distribu-
tions. Numerical simulations of the breakout model for
CME initiation show that a significant portion of the
injected helicity can remain in the corona after the eruption
[MacNeice et al., 2004; Phillips et al., 2005]. However, the
magnetic topology in these idealized simulations is global
scale, i.e., the null point is high in the corona and the
overlying, restraining field is relatively weak. In the active
region sources for the Bastille Day 2000 and Halloween
2003 events, the complex magnetic topology produced
multipolar flux systems (favorable for a breakout eruption
scenario) that were entirely contained in the strong field
active regions [Aulanier et al., 2000; I. I. Roussev, private
communication, 2005]. We speculate that these super MC
events must be primarily composed of the strongest active
region fields, and their solar eruptions must have opened up
very low-lying active region flux.
Appendix A: Flux and Net Helicity Error
Analysis
[51] To estimate the uncertainty of the helicity K of each
event, we must include a measure of the uncertainties in all
of the linear force-free fit parameters f0, q0, r0, and B0, as
well as the uncertainty in the cloud duration, DT, and the
average radial velocity hVri.
[52] From equation (4) we see K / B02Rc3. The fractional
uncertainties for the fluxes and helicity as functions of the



































assuming B0 and Rc are independent quantities. While we
have shown in section 3 that there is a definite physical
correlation in the data between events with strong field
and a large model cylinder radius (in their correlation with
hVri), they are independent quantities with respect to the
model fitting. The cloud radius Rc is a function of the fit
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parameters f0, q0, r0, the cloud duration, and the average
radial velocity. LY03 showed that there was no significant
correlation between B0 and r0, f0, or q0 during the error
minimization used to determine the ‘‘best-fit’’ parameters.
[53] The cloud radius Rc is calculated as,





p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffisin2 q0 þ cos2 q0 sin2 f0q ;
ðA4Þ
which is identical to equation (17) of Lepping et al. [2003]
except for the notation differences (r0  Y0/Rc, etc.).
[54] Equation (A4) can be used to derive the expression























Equation (A5) again assumes all these variables are
independent, which is not the case. The fit parameters f0,
q0, and r0 can be highly correlated in individual events
[LY03]. However, since (A5) will tend to overestimate the
actual uncertainty, we will use it as an estimate of the upper
limit. We also constrain each of the individual parameter
fractional uncertainties to 1.0 because certain values of the
fit parameters misbehave, i.e., yield poor or unphysical fits,
r0  0.7, or both q0, f0  0.
[55] The values for the uncertainties for each fit param-
eter are estimated from the MPFIT fitting routine covari-
ance matrices (http://cow.physics.wisc.edu/craigm/idl/
fitting.html) and averaged over all events. This yields,
hdf0i ¼ 37 26; ðA6Þ
hdq0i ¼ 22 15; ðA7Þ
hdr0i ¼ 0:24 0:26; ðA8Þ
and we assume dB0 = 0.10 B0, all of which agree well with
the findings of other researchers [Lepping et al., 2003]. The
uncertainties for the data parameters are taken as
dDT ¼ 2 hours; ðA9Þ
dhVri ¼ stddev Vr½ : ðA10Þ
[56] Equation (5) defines the net cumulative helicity G.
Now we can write the error bars for each element Gn, the nth
measurement in the estimate of the net cumulative helicity.
This is simply the quadratic sum of the helicity uncertainties
for every event, divided by the number of measurements
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